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We characterize the matroid dual to a transversal matroid. We also show 
that Richard Rado’s condition for the existence of an independent transversal 
can be weakened. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A matroid on a finite set E is a closure operator Jon E with the exchange 
property: If a, b E E and A C E, then a E J(A u b) implies either a E J(A) 
or b E J(A u a). In this paper, J will always be a matroid on a finite set E. 
We put E[J] = {J(A) 1 A C E}. A subset I of E is J independent if 
x $6 J(I - x) for each x E I, and J dependent otherwise. The set Y of J 
independent subsets of E satisfies the following three axioms. 
(2) IfAE$andBCA,thenBEY. 
(3) If A, BE 9 and 1 B 1 = 1 A / + 1, then there exists b E B - A 
such that A u b E Y. 
Conversely, if 4 is a collection of subsets of E satisfying axioms (l), 
(2) and (3), a matroid J on E is defined by the equation 
J(S)=S~{x~EIthereexistsI~4withICSbutI~x$Y}, 
for SC E. 
A maximal J independent subset of E is a J base. A minimal J dependent 
set C is called a J circuit. All J bases have the same cardinality, called 
the rank of J, denoted by r(J). A subset XC E is a J spanning set if 
J(X) = E. 
The collection of complements of J spanning sets satisfies axioms (l), 
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(2) and (3) for independent sets, thereby inducing on E a matroid J*, 
called the dual of J. A set B is a J* base iff E - B is a J base. Moreover, 
J** = J, and if {A, (x}, B} is a partition of E in which A = 4 or B = + 
is possible, then the following relation holds 
x E J*(A) iff x+J(B). (4) 
A J cocircuit is a J* circuit. If S C E, J induces a matroid J x S on S 
defined by the equation 
(J x S)(A) = J(A) n S, (5) 
for each A C S, The independent sets of J x S are the J independent 
sets contained in S. The contraction J. S of J to S is defined by, for 
A C S, 
(J 0 S)(A) = J(A u (E - S)) n S. (6) 
From relation (4) and Eq. (5) we obtain 
J * S = (J* x S)*. (7) 
If J1 ,..., J, are matroids on E, the union J1 v *.* v J,, is the matroid 
whose independent sets are those sets of the form Z1 u *** v Z,, , where 
each II, is Jk independent. For an easy proof that these sets form the 
independent sets of a matroid, see Mirsky [lo], p. 130. By considering 
independent sets one verifies 
(JI v ..a v Jn) x S = (J1 x S) v *** v (J, x S). (8) 
The meet J1 A .*. A J, is defined by the equation 
JI A -es A J, = (J1* v ... v J,*)*. (9) 
The spanning sets of J1 A *** A J, are therefore sets of the form 
S, n .‘. n S, , where each SI, is a Jk spanning set. Thus if some Jk in (9) 
is the free matroid, i.e., the matroid whose only spanning sets is E, then 
JI * ... A J, = A Ji . 
i#R 
(10) 
Moreover, by (7), (8) and (9) we have 
(JI A --* A Jn) * S = (J1 . S) A ... A (J, * S). (11) 
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2. F-PRODUCTS 
Let a = (A, ,..., A,) be a family of subsets of E. For IC{l,..., n), 
put A(I) = uisl Ai . A transuer.suI of GYis a set of IZ distinct elements of E, 
one chosen from each subset Ai . A partial transversal of GY is a transversal 
for some subfamily of (25. The collection of partial transversals of cpl forms 
a matroid, called the transversal matroid of the family GZ?, which we denote 
by W, ,..., A,). By Theorem 8.3.1. of [IO], 
W 1 ,.‘., A,) = T(A,) v ..a v T(A,). m 
Hence 
T@ 1 ,..., A,)” = T(A,)* A ... A T(A,)*. (13) 
The bases of T(A,) are the one-element subsets {a} for which a E Aj . 
Thus if Aj g H C E, then T(A,) . H has 4 for a base, whence T(Aj)* x H 
is the free matroid on H. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let J1 ,..., J, be matroids on E. Each J1 v *a. v J, 
circuit is the union of JI, circuits, for each k, 1 < k < n. 
Proof. Let x E C, a Jr v .*e v J, circuit. Then C - x = II u -7. u I,, 
where Ik is Jk independent, but Ik u x is Jk dependent, for 1 < k < n. 
Hence there exist JIc circuits C, such that x E Ck C Irc u x C C, 
l<k<n. 1 
The closed sets of a matroid are precisely the complements of unions 
of cocircuits. Replacing Jk with Jk*, one can obtain with the aid of (9): 
COROLLARY 2. If K C IC (I,..., n>, then E[A,,, Ji] _C E[A,,, Jk], 
PROPOSITION 3. If HE E[J*] and A cE, then (J v T(A)). H = 
J . H v T(A) . H. 
Proof. Let I be (J v T(A)) . H independent. First we show that I is 
J. H v T(A) . H independent. A set I is (J v T(A)) * H independent iff 
B u I is J v T(A) independent for each (J v T(A)) x (E - H) basis B. 
Case 1. A g H. Then (a}, for each a E A n (E - H), is a T(A) x 
(E - H) basis. Moreover, the set H being J* closed, we may conclude 
from relation (4) that x E J(E - H - x) for each x E E - H, and hence 
that no element of E - H lies in each J x (E - H) basis. Thus picking 
aEAn(E-H), we can find a JX (E-H) basis B with a$B. The 
set B u a is a (J v T(A)) x (E - H) basis and therefore B U a U I is 
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J v T(A) independent. But then B u I is J independent for some 
J x (E - H) basis B. Thus Z is J. H independent and hence J * H v 
T(A) . H independent. 
Case 2. A C H. The empty set being the only T(A) x (E - H) 
basis, the (J v T(A)) x (E - H) bases are precisely the J x (E - H) 
bases. If I is (J v T(A)) * H independent but not J * H independent, then I 
is of the form II u a, where Z, is J * H independent and u is T(A) * H 
independent. 
Assume, on the other hand, that I = I, u I2 , where Z, is J. H 
independent and I, is T(A) * H independent. If B = B, u B2 is a 
(J v T(A)) x (E - H) basis, where B, and B, are J x (E - H) and 
T(A) x (E - H) bases, respectively, then B, u ZI is J independent and 
B2 u I2 is T(A) independent. But then B U Z is J v T(A) independent, 
whence Z is (J v T(A)) * H independent. fl 
COROLLARY 4. If H E E[J], then 
(J A T(A)*) x H = J x H A T(A)* x H. 
From Corollaries 2 and 4, by Eq. (13), and by induction we have 
COROLLARY 5. If  T = T(A, ,..., A,) and HE E[J A T*], then 
(J A T*) x H = J x H A T* x H. 
Observe that for A C E, spanning sets of J A T(A)* are J spanning 
sets and sets of the form S such that S u a is a J spanning set and 
a E A - S. Hence if A $ J(4), then r(J A T(A)*) = r(J) - 1. 
THEOREM 6. VA C E and T = T(A), then for G, HE E[J] with G # H, 
J A T*(G) = H ifSA C H, A $ G, and G < H. 
Proof. 3 If J A T*(G) = H # G, then G g H and 
(J x H A T* x H)(G) = ((J A T*) x H)(G) = H. 
The set A is contained in H, for otherwise T* x H would be the free 
matroid on H and thus J x H A T* x H = J x H, so that J(G) = H, 
a contradiction. The flat G is a J x H A T* x H spanning set but not 
a J x H spanning set. This implies that there exists a E A - G such that 
G u a is a J x H spanning set, whence A $ G and G < H. 
e Conversely, if A C H, A g G, and G < H, then G u a is a J x H 
spanning set for each a E A r\ (H - G). But this implies that G is a 
J x H A T* x H spanning set, so that H = (J x H A T* x H)(G) = 
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((J A T*) x H)(G) C J A T*(G). Because E[J A T*] C E[J] and has rank 
at most 1 less than that of E[J], we conclude that H = J A T*(G). 1 
Setting J(A) = F, we make the following observations based on the 
preceding theorem. First, for each H E E[J], A C H iff F C H. Hence 
J A T* = J A T(F)*. (14) 
Moreover, because F is the smallest member of the Moore family 
E[J A T*] containing A, 
(J A T*)(A) = F, (15) 
too. 
In [I], [2], and [3], the notation JF is used for J A T(F)*, and 
rI l~i~‘n JFi is used for J A T(Fl ,..., Fn)*, where Fl ,..., F, E E[J]. Thus 
for G E E[J], 
JF(G) = G v F, if GvF>G, 
and (16) 
JF(G) = G otherwise. 
We call nICisn JFi an F-product. It is clear from (13) and from (14) that 
(17) 
where F,’ = n l<i<n-r JFi(F,). It is also clear that Eq. (17) remains valid 
under permutation of subscripts, and that &(l,...,n) JF f is well 
defined. 
THEOREM 7. If A, ,..., A, 2 E and J A T(A, ,..., A,)* (AJ = Gi, 
1 <j < II, then J A T(A, ,..., A,)* = J A T(G, ,..., G,)*. 
Proof. For each j, J A T(A, ,..., A,)* = (J A (A,+j T(A,)*)) A T(Aj)*. 
By Eqs. (14) and (15), 
(J A (,?, TM*)) A TM)* = (J * (/jj T(Ai)*)) A T(G)*- (18) 
J A Z-(A, ,..., A,)* = J A T(A, ,..., Aj-l, Gj , Aj+l ,..., An)*. (19) 
The theorem follows by repetition of (19). m 
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If J is the free matroid, whose only spanning set is E, then Ai E E[J] 
for each i and T(A1 ,..., A,)* = ni JA, . In this case T(A, ,..., A,)* = 
T(G, ,..., G,)*, whence T(A, ,..., An) = T(G, ,..., G,), and (G, ,..., GJ is 
the maximal presentation of (A, ,..., ,4,J found in [4]. 
From Theorem 7 and Eqs. (16) and (17), it follows by induction that 
if&CHEE[.Z], 1 <i<n,then 
J A T(A, ,..., A,)*(H) = H. (20) 
Crapo and Roulet [S] observed that an F-product is the quotient of a 
matroid with respect to a strong map. From this observation, they 
delineated a proof of Eq. (17). These and other ideas are further developed 
in the interesting papers by Dowling and Kelly [9] and by Brylawski [5 
and 61. 
3. A WEAKER VERSION OF RADO'S CONDITION 
A J independent transversal, respectively, J independent partial trans- 
versal is a J independent set that is also a transversal, respectively, partial 
transversal of the family (Ai / iE Z). Richard Rado’s condition for a 
family (Ai ) i E Z) of subsets of E to have a J independent transversal is 
r(J x A(K)) >, 1 K 1 for each K L I. As we shall see, through the equiva- 
lence of statements 1 and 2 of Theorem 10, his condition for every subset 
K of Z holds iff it holds for one particular subset of I. 
THEOREM 8. Let A, ,..., A, C E and put T = T(A, ,..., An). Zf 
r(J x Ai) > 0 for each 1 < i < n, and J A T*(4) = J(4), then the family 
(A 1 >-.., An) has a J independent transversal. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis of the theorem. Assume also that 
r(J x A(Z)) < / Z / for some Z C {l,..., n} and that Z is minimal with 
respect to this inequality. Put H = J(uieI Ai). Since r(J x Ai) > 0 for 
each i, r(J x H) > 0. From the minimality of Z, it follows that 
r(J x H) = j Z j - 1. By the defect form of Rado’s theorem, with defect 1 
(see p. 95 of Ref. lo), there exists a J independent partial transversal R 
of cardinality j Z 1 - 1 for the family (Ai 1 i E Z). Setting T, = T(A, 1 i E I), 
we observe that R is a J x H basis that is also T, . H independent. The 
set H - R must be (J x H)* independent, and therefore the set H itself 
is a (J x H)* v T, * H basis. But this implies that $ is a J x H A T,* x H 
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basis. From Eq. (20) and from Corollary 5, J x H A Tl* x H = 
(.I A T,*) x H. Thus 
H = ((J * TI*) x H>(4) 
_C J A T,*(+) 
C J A T*(+) 
C J A T*(J(+)) 
= J(d). 
Hence r(J x H) = 0, a contradiction. 1 
Now let N = J A T*(4)), II = {i 1 Ai _C N}, Tl = T(A, 1 i E I,), 
I, = {i I Ai g N}, and T, = T(A, / i E 12. We observe that J A T* = 
(J A T,*) A T2*. Since NE E[T,*], one verifies by Corollaries 2 and 5 
and by induction on I Iz I that Tz* x N is the free matroid on N. 
By Corollary 5, 
(J A T*) x N = (J A T,*) x N A Tz* x N = (J A T,*) x N, (21) 
because NE E[(J A T,*) A T,*] and since Tz* x N is the free matroid 
on N. 
Thus 
J A T,*(4) = N. (22) 
Moreover, for each HE E[J] with N C H, it follows from Eq. (20) that 
JA T,*(H) = H. (23) 
Hence 
r(J A Tl*) = r(J * (E - N)). (24) 
Finally, from the proof of Theorem 4 in [l l] the maximum cardinality 
of an independent set shared by two matroids IV1 and Mz , both on the 
same set, is r&f,* v A&) - r(M,*), which is readily seen to equal 
r(M,) - r(M, h M,*). 
THEOREM 9. The maximum cardinality of an independent set shared 
byJandTisr(Jx N)+ II,\. 
Proof. The maximum cardinality of an independent set shared by J 
and T is r(J) - r(J A T*). But 
r(J) - r(J A T*) = r(J x N) + r(J * (E - N)) - r(J A T*) 
= r(J x N) + [r(J A TX*) - r((J A Tl*) A Tz*)] 
= r(J x W + I 4 I, 
by Theorem 8. fl 
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THEOREM 10. The following statements are equivalent. 
1. (Ai 1 1 < i < n) has an independent transversal. 
2. r(J x 44)) 3 I 4 I. 
3. r(J x A(Z,)) = ) ZI /. 
4. r(J x N) = 1 Zl I. 
Proof. Because Ai 2 N for each i E Z, , we have 
r(J x A(Z,)) < r(J x N). (24) 
On the other hand, because 
r(J x N) - r(J x N A T,* x N) = r(J x N) - r((J A T,*) x N) 
= r(J x N), 
J x N and TI * N share an independent set whose cardinality is r(J x N). 
Thus, 
I 4 I 3 r(J x N), (25) 
and 
r(J x A(Z,)) > r(J x N). (26) 
From (24) and (26) we have 
r(J x A(Z,)) = r(.Z x N). (27) 
From Theorem 9, 
WxN)<Ihl. (28) 
By Eqs. (27) and (28), statements 2, 3, and 4 are equivalent. By 
Theorem 9 again, statements 1 and 4 are equivalent. 1 
We close with the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let J be the well known Fano matroid on the set 
E = {1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7). (See p. 511 of Ref. 12.) The collection of J closed 
sets is the set E[J] = (4, 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 124, 235, 346,457, 561, 672, 
713, E}. Setting FI = 124, F, = 235, F3 = 346, and F4 = 457, we observe 
first that for G E E[J], G v FI > G iff either G is a singleton contained 
in FI or G is a three-element flat different from FI . Thus by (16), 
E[&,l = G#J, 1% 3,5,6,7, El. Since JFl(F21 = E, EKLsis2 &,I = {+, El, 
by Eq. (17). Similarly, one finds E[nIl$is3 JFI] = E[IJs~G~ Jp,] = {E}. 
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By Theorem 8, both families (FI) and (FI, F,) have a J independent 
transversal. By Theorem 10, the family (FI , Fz , F3) has a J independent 
transversal, but the family (Fl , Fz , F3 , F4) does not. 
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